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AutoStore is the ultimate space
maker for all types of small-goods
handling. Your preferred solution,
delivering tried and tested
automated warehouse systems
to businesses ranging from small
start-ups, to large companies
and global brands. The system is
expandable, built for growth and
your future needs.
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A space saving
grid system

In the 90’s we built a big new warehouse, but the shelves
were filled with goods the first week. Then Technical Director
Ingvar Hognaland had an epiphany:

We are storing far more air, than products. Why store things
like dominos, when we could store them like a Rubik’s cube?
-Ingvar Hognaland

His desire to maximize all available space, led us to the
fundamental design element of AutoStore®Grid. Today, we
deliver the smartest, fastest and most space saving automated
warehouse system on earth. Our leading high-density robotic
picking solution for effective small goods handling is chosen
by global brands and customers all over the world.
AutoStore was founded by the Hatteland Group in the
early 1990’s. Since its first commercial delivery in 2005, the
company has been installed in more than 135 businesses in 22
countries across five continents. In December 2016, private
equity fund EQT acquired AutoStore with the goal of driving
further international expansion and growth. AutoStore is
headquartered in Nedre Vats (Norway), with production in
Koszalin (Poland).
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Space efficient
and any shape

To stay ahead in today’s competitive market, modern logistics
operations must respond to the competing needs of order
accuracy, stock variation, speed and storage efficiency.
AutoStore meets those needs, surpassing the space efficiency
of traditional warehouses with shelves. In comparison,
AutoStore uses space to it´s full capacity. Greater capacity and
storage density allows for up to 400% more goods stored in
the same space as traditional automated warehouse solutions.
We optimize storage space and every installation is suited to
the warehouse surroundings. Long-term use is proven through
easy handling, high flexibility, professional support – accurate,
reliable and fast delivery.
From the analysis and planning stages, to simulation, design,
installation and management; AutoStore offers a complete solution for modern warehouse management for all business sizes.

Market leader in
storage density

Any space
will do

Space
making

Bins are stacked in a grid
only centimeters between
bin stacks. Customers
increase their inventory
capacity up to 4 times,
requiring 1⁄4 of the initial
warehouse footprint compared to other solutions

AutoStore can be built
inside oddly shaped buildings, around pillars or on
several levels. Maximizes
the full potential of the
warehouse.

Remove walking lanes,
empty shelves and wasted
space. Air is expensive
to heat, clean and cool.
Stop Airhousing – Start
warehousing.
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The FIVE
modules
Robot
Our strong and agile robots run on top of the grid, each
capable of handling up to 30 kginvf of goods, with the
minimum of moving parts. Powered by rechargeable batteries, robots operate autonomously and deliver excellent
efficiency and speed.

Grid
Stores bin stacks only centimeters apart. Our aluminium
grid is robust and light, with heights up to 5.4m (accomodating 16 large or 24 small bins).

Workstation
Every workstation has access to 100% of the inventory always. Designed to provide the maximum accessibility
with the minimum of movement. Efficient picking and putaway that self-optimizes over time, stacking the items most
in demand on top for quick access. Two style workstation
ports and one lift style port available.

Bin
Made to hold 30 kg The large bin (330mm) holds 75 liters
(Dimensions outside: W:449mm - L:649mm - H:330mm /
inside: W:400mm - L:600mm - H:310mm).
The small bin (220 mm) holds 48 liters (Dimensions outside
W:449mm - L:649mm - H:220mm / Inside: W:400mm L:600mm - H:200mm).

Controller
Keeps track of everything. Always. This module is the command center of AutoStore and provides network connection to the customer´s infrastructure, as well as simplifying
service, planning and scheduling of tasks.
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Standardized
and modular
There are five standardized AutoStore modules providing
infinite assembly possibilities and can be tailored to our
customers´ needs. With over 20 years of development we have
created a system with speed, stability and control in mind.
Autostore®Robots driving on the top of the grid to access
goods stored in the bins below. These bins are put-away,
re-ordered, accessed and delivered to the workstations
as required. The system is self-optimizing as time passes.
Everything takes place quietly, effortlessly and incredibly
efficiently.
We have no standard installations, and no standard customers.
An installation can be with 200 robots or 3, with 2000 or 200
000 bins. Our modularity creates high flexibility and eliminates
most limitations.
We have continuously improved our logic algorithms, smooth
traffic systems and smart bin handling. All systems consist mainly
of five standardized modules; grid, robot, workstation, bin and
controller working together with simplicity and elegance.

No single point of failure

Unrivalled availability

24/7 access

AutoStore is a modular
system. You can grow while
running operations and
each workstation and robot
work independently and
can be serviced without
shutting down the system.

We know the importance
of stability and warehouse
availability. Our modular
approach and our desire
to reduce the number of
moving parts to a minimum,
results in great system
availability.

100% of inventory can be
accessed all the time – from
all AutoStore workstations. Eliminate the risk of
unreachable inventory that
you might get from other
systems.
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Why choose
AutoStore?
Simple: To use space efficiently,
drastically improve performance,
save energy and increase stock
accuracy.

The Spacemaker
The AutoStore system uses
space to it´s full capacity. This is the future of
warehousing. We make
goods come to your
employees and help your
business achieve speed and
space efficiency you never
thought possible.

Space efficiency
AutoStore robots operate
on top of the grid. They receive their orders wirelessly
from the control system,
sending them to and from
the ports. They pick up and
deliver goods, refill empty
bins and store new goods
in the grid, seamlessly and
efficiently tracking goods
from inbound to outbound.

Future proof your space
Designed to handle high
levels of product intake, the
working areas easily cope
with seasonality or increases in product throughput,
economically and efficiently. AutoStore suits all
businesses sizes, from small
goods, e-commerce to
large global multinationals.

Grow while running
One of the most desired
benefits with AutoStore is
the possibility to expand
the system - without
stopping the system.
Performance is increased
by simply adding robots
or modules, growing your
inventory capacity without
losing operation.
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Robots charge while
working
10 robots use as much energy as one vacuum cleaner,
as efficiencies and energy
savings are produced with
each product movement.
Robots recharge at the
right time and use regenerative energy from lowering
a bin or reducing speed.

Smooth system integration
We speak your language.
AutoStore is currently connected to 200+ different
warehouse management
systems (WMS) around the
world. AutoStore connects to other WMS´s via
standardized API, through
XML/HTTP post communication.

Green usage and cost
savings
AutoStore’s green credentials are unmatched. Zero
energy is wasted, lighting
and heating requirements
are drastically reduced and
the lifespan of buildings can
be prolonged. Reducing the
cost of electricity, heating,
waste and empty storage is
the smart move.

Reliable space
99,6% uptime. We understand that reliability is vitally important. Every system
is backed-up and equipped
with UPS for controlled
shutdowns if power outage
should occur. AutoStore
has customers across the
globe, and we build to high
standards from proven
components.

Tailored for your needs
No AutoStore installations
are alike. We design to ensure the best performance
adpting to each customer´s needs. AutoStore is a
module based system and
is highly configurable.

Space design simulation
Tried, tested and trusted.
Every AutoStore system is
thoroughly designed and
simulated for maximum
performance and capacity
before installation. We
work with logistics managers to design installations,
simulate system performance and consider future
expansions.
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Fit for any
business size

Whatever your goal is – increase capacity; improve
efficiency; reduce manual handling; increase flexibility;
reduce cost; improve your footprint or simply expand your
opportunities
– AutoStore can provide them all.
Maximizes space and capacity for all types of small-goods
handling. The AutoStore system fits everything from small
start-ups to large companies and global brands.
AutoStore is the ideal warehouse system for eCommerce.
As online demand increases AutoStore let’s businesses grow with
complete flexibility, keeping up with demand and seasonality.
AutoStore can be scaled to future needs for small, medium
and large companies. Whatever your goal – increase capacity;
improve efficiency; reduce manual handling; increase
flexibility; reduce cost; improve your footprint or simply
expand your opportunities – AutoStore can provide them all.
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Servicing the world
through partnerships

AutoStore is distributed, designed, installed and serviced by
a network of qualified system integrators. Locate a partner
close to you: autostoresystem.com/partners
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Revolutionary
goods-to-person
automation

AutoStore’s iconic robots pick and deliver goods and refill the
grid by delivering empty bins to the workstation ports and
storing new goods in the grid. All orders are delivered on time
- all the operator has to do is pick up the product and prepare
it for further processing.
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Stop Airhousing
Start Warehousing
Remove wasted space, walking lanes and empty storage.
Start sophisticated warehousing, with AutoStore´s space
saving, flexible and energy efficient storage.

Traditional shelve based warehousing, example of storage footprint.
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Optimal use of space by implementing the AutoStore system, providing
four times the inventory capacity compared to traditional warehousing.

Make your warehouse space efficient with the flexible,
future proof and energy efficient AutoStore system.
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